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Titan Airways Renews and Extends Wheel and Brake
Support Contract with Rotable Repairs
Following a successful two years of support, Titan Airways has signed up for another
three with Wheel and Brake specialist Rotable Repairs.
The per maintenance event contract offers great value, located consignment stock
and free delivery and collection between all London Airports from its increasing fleet
of vehicles.
Bryan, Sales & Marketing Director said: “We’re delighted to offer our continued
dedication and expertise to Titan Airways following a successful two-year span of
aircraft wheel and brake support. As our relationship continues we plan to utilize our
knowledge and expertise to ensure Titan Airways gets the service and value it
deserves”
Rotable Repairs continue to tailor their support program to the charter airline’s
evolving fleet of Boeing and Airbus Aircraft by stocking, consigning wheel and brake
material and by forging strong relationships with its suppliers.
While many other airlines have come and gone, Titan Airways has continued to
expand its operations despite the challenges in the industry and the economy in
general.
Titan Airways has won the BACA Best Passenger Charter Airline Award on multiple
occasions and today has the prestigious reputation of the Airline of Choice for a wide
variety of air charter services worldwide.
Recent 2016 expansion and 2017 improvements, which include a multi-unit Logistics
Centre, additional customer support staff, a larger collection fleet and a range of
additional workshop equipment have allowed the Wheel & Brake Specialists to
allocate, improve and further expand production space for additional contractual
work.
Rotable Repairs, formed in March 2002 have been dedicated to Aviation Wheel and
Brake Services and is committed to delivering high quality, cost effective products
and services to Airlines, Hangar Facilities and Stockists. Our team of staff is
available to offer a friendly, professional service that is based on an experienced
understanding of the aviation industry.
For more information about the agreement or other business enquiries contact us at
info@rotablerepairs.com or call us on +44 (0) 1702 529888
To find out more about Rotable Repairs visit www.rotablerepairs.com
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